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1. $2- alle1$ l-loci 1 1
0,1






5. $p$ $1arrow 0,0arrow 1$ $\mu_{p}$
6. $i$ $m_{i}$
$i$
$x$ ; $[\dot{x}_{i}]_{sel},$ $[\dot{x}_{i}]_{rec},$ $[\dot{x}_{i}]_{mut}$ $x_{i}$
$[\dot{x}_{\mathfrak{i}}]_{sel}=x_{i}(m_{i}-\overline{m})$ (1)
$\overline{m}=\sum_{i}m_{i}x_{i}$
$[ \dot{x}_{i}]_{rec}=-\frac{1}{2}\sum_{S’}\gamma s(x;-x_{i_{S}}x_{i_{\overline{S}}})$ (2)
(2)




$i$ .51 $s_{2}\ldots$ $s_{k}$
4.
$x_{S}= \sum_{j:j_{\tilde{5}}=i_{\tilde{5}}}x_{j}$
$s_{1}$ .-92... $s_{k}$ $j$
5. $\gamma_{S}$ : $s_{p}\in S$ $s_{p}$ $\gamma s=\gamma_{\overline{S}^{\circ}}$




2 $S=\{1\}$ $\{10,11\},\{00,01\}$ $S$ {10,11} 1*,
{00,01} $0*$ $*$
$1*0$ $=$ {100, 110}
$0**$ $=$ {000, 001, 010, 011}
$x(1*1)=x_{101}+x_{111}$
$i=101,$ $j=111,$ $S=\{1,3\}$ 1*1 $S$ $i$ $j$
$x(1*1)=x;_{S}=x_{j_{S}}$
$[\dot{x}(**\ldots*0*\ldots*)]_{mut}=\vee p-\mu_{p}(x(**\ldots 0**\ldots*)-x(**\ldots*1*\ldots*))\vee\vee pp$
(3)
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’ $S=\phi$ $\varphi s(i)$ $|S|$ $S$ $\varphi s(i)$
$\sum_{i}(\varphi(i)-(\hat{r}0)^{2}$ 1J $|S|=1$
$\varphi s(i)$ $\sum_{i}(\varphi(i)-\varphi 0-\sum_{S,|S|=1}\varphi s(i))^{2}$ ... $|S|=1-1$
$\varphi s(i)$ $|S|=l$ $\varphi s(i)$ $\varphi s(i)=\varphi(i)-\sum_{S,|S|<l}\varphi s(i)$
$|S|=l$ $\varphi_{S}(i)$ $\varphi(i)$ $|S|=2$ $\varphi_{S}(i)$
$|.S|=3$ $\varphi_{S}(i)$ 3 ...














$[i, 0]= \prod_{p=1}^{l}[i_{\rho}, 0]=1$
















51 $\sum_{i}[i,j]\Phi(i)$ $\Phi(i)$ Walsh Walsh Walsh
$\overline{2}^{1}T$
$S=\{s_{1}, s_{2}, \ldots s_{k}|s_{p}=1,2. \ldots 1\}$
1
$(S)=0\ldots 01s_{\vee^{1}}0\ldots 010\ldots 010\ldots 0s_{\vee^{2}}s_{\vee^{k}}$
$1(\{p\})$ $1(\{p,q\})$ . $1(p)$ , $1(p,q)$
52 $\varphi_{S}(i)$ $\Phi(i)$ [4]
$\varphi_{S}(i)=[i, 1(S)]\Phi(i)$ (10)
5.3 h $S$ $\varphi(h)=\Pi^{1}\sum_{i\in h}\varphi(i)$ ( $|h|$




$h$ $h$ $\overline{S}$ $0$
$x_{i},$ $m_{i}$ Walsh $X_{J}$ , M 52
$iM_{j}$ $|S|=1$ $|S|\geq 2$
37
6 $Z$
$z_{i}$ $=$ $lnx$ ; (12)
$Z_{j}$ $=$ $\frac{1}{2^{l}}\sum_{i}[i,j]z_{i}$ (13)
$S$ $=$ $\{S_{1}, S_{2}, ...S_{n}|\bigcup_{p=1}^{n}S_{p}=\{1,2, \ldots, l\}, S_{p}\cap S_{q}=\phi, (p\neq q)\}$ (14)
$Z_{j}^{S}$ $=$ $\frac{1}{2^{l}}\sum_{i}[i,j]ln\frac{x_{i}}{x_{1_{S_{1}}}x_{2_{S_{1}}}\cdots x_{ng_{1}}}=\frac{1}{2^{l}}\sum_{i}[i,j]ln\frac{x_{i}}{\prod_{S\in S}x_{i_{S}}}$ (15)
$x;=x_{1_{S_{1}}}x_{2_{S_{1}}} \cdots x_{n_{S_{1}}}=\prod_{S\in S}x_{t_{s}}\Rightarrow Z_{j}^{S}=0$
(16)




$S,$ $T\in S$ $j_{S}\neq 0,j_{T}\neq 0$ $j$
$S\in S$ (17) $j$
$Z_{i}^{S}=Z_{j}$ (19)
$I_{S}=\{j|\exists_{S,T\in S}j_{S}\neq 0,j_{T}\neq 0\}$
(16) ,(19)







( $x$ ; Walsh ) 5.3 $h$ $S$
$x(h)= \frac{1}{2l^{S|}}\sum_{\dot{J}:j_{S}=0}[h,j]Y_{j}$ (21)
$Y_{0}= \sum_{i^{X}=}1$
$x(O**)$ $=$ $\frac{1}{2}(1+Y_{100})$ (22)
$x(1**)$ $=$ $\frac{1}{2}(1-Y_{1\infty})$ (23)
(24)
$h$ $S$ $x(h)$ $Y_{j}(j_{\overline{S}}=0)$
8 YZ
$Js=\{j|\forall_{S\in S}j_{S}\neq 0\Rightarrow j_{S}=0\}$ (25)
$Z_{j}j\in I_{S}$ , $1_{j}^{r’}j\in J_{S}$ (26)
$I_{S}\cup J_{S}\cup\{0\}=$ 1 (27)
$YZ$ $S$ $x$ $Y_{j}(j\in J_{S})$
6 $Z_{j}(j\in I_{S})$ $x_{i}$ $\prod_{S\in S^{X}}$
39
9 $Z$ (1)
$[\dot{Z}_{j}]_{sel}$ $=$ $\{\begin{array}{l}J!l_{j}j\neq 0J/l_{j}-\overline{m}j=0\end{array}$ (28)












$- \frac{1}{2^{l}}\sum_{j}[\cdot i,j]lnx_{i}-\frac{1}{2^{l}}\sum_{i_{5}}\sum_{i_{S}}[i_{S},j_{S}][i_{\overline{S}},j_{\overline{S}}](lnx_{i_{S}}+lnx_{i_{\overline{S}}})$ (32)
$=$
$Z_{j}- \frac{1}{2^{l}}(\sum_{i_{S}}[i_{S},j_{S}])\sum_{i_{S}}[i_{3^{\neg}},j_{S}]lnx_{i_{S}}-\frac{1}{2^{l}}(\sum_{\underline{\backslash }}[i_{S},j_{S}])\sum_{i_{S}i\wedge}[i_{S},j_{S}]lnx_{i_{\overline{S}}}$ (33)
$=$ $Z_{j}$ (34)
40
$[\dot{Z}_{j}]_{rec}^{S}\approx\gamma_{S}Zj$ $(j_{S}=0, j_{S}=0, x;\approx x_{i_{S}}x_{i_{S}})$ (35)
$j=1$














$I_{\acute{S}}=\{j|\forall_{S\in S}j_{S}\neq 0\}$ (40)
$\forall_{j\in I_{S}’}$







(39) $z_{j}(\forall_{j\in I_{S}})$ $0$
Y $Z$




[4]. $h$ $S\in S$ $\hat{m}(h)$
$\wedge 1?(h)=\frac{1}{2^{|S|}}\sum_{\mathfrak{i}\in h}m$ ;
11 $Y$
$x_{i}= \prod_{p=1}^{l}x_{i(p)}$
$[i_{1(p)}’]_{se,l}=(1-1_{1(p)}^{f_{\vee}})( J^{l}l_{1(p)}+\sum_{S:.S\in p}(arrow\lambda\prime l_{1(S)}\prod_{q\in S:q\neq p}1^{r_{1(q)}}))$
(44)
[4] ( $x_{i(p)}$ (21) (24) $Y_{1(p)}$
) $1=3$












Use of $tValsh$ Transform in Population Genetics
Department of Mathematical Engineering and Information Physics
University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113, Japan
Abstract
Walsh transform is introduced as a convienient method for revealing the magnitude of
epistasis. Also,Y-coordinaate and Z-coordinae are proposed,becose those are useful in analysis
of diferential equations which appear in population genetics.
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